Introduction
Let IF q denote the nite eld with q elements and let G = X IF q be a connected (not necessarily split) reductive group scheme over spec (IF q ) . We will be interested in the cohomology of the nite groups G(IF q n ) of IF q n {rational points of G , with coecients in ZZ=`where`is a prime di erent from p = char(IF q ) . These groups are closely related and present special cases of the groups referred to in the title. A nite group of Lie type is, by de nition, a central quotient of a group of the form G(IF q n ) . For instance, all nite Chevalley groups (as de ned in Gor] or Car]) are of this kind. For simplicity, we will formulate our results for the groups G(IF q n ) rather than for these more general central quotients; it should be clear to the reader how to apply the results, mutatis mutandis, to the general nite groups of Lie type. The basic references for reductive group schemes are DeGr] or Dem] (see also Jan] for an account of the basic results).
It is well known that if a homomorphism : ! of nite groups induces an isomorphism in H ( ; ZZ=`) ,`a prime, then the kernel of has order prime to`and the image of has an index prime to`in (cf. Jac] ); in particular, it will follow that and will have isomorphic`{Sylow subgroups. Obviously, the converse statement is in general false, as one can see by looking at the inclusion map of an`{Sylow subgroup. Our main theorem shows, however, that for the natural inclusions of groups of Lie type a converse statement holds. The precise statement is as follows.
Theorem. Let G be a connected reductive IF q {group scheme and let`be a prime di erent from char(IF q ) = p . Then the following are equivalent:
(ii) the groups G(IF q ) and G(IF q n ) have isomorphic`{Sylow subgroups.
In Section 1 we will discuss trace formulas and prove the Theorem. We will also point out the relationship of the Theorem with conjugacy questions concerning the`{subgroups of G(IF q ) and G(IF q n ) . In Section 2 we show how to adapt the proof of the Theorem to cover the Suzuki and Ree groups (as de ned in Gor]) .
The notational conventions of the Introduction will be kept throughout this paper. 
Trace Formulas
where n is given on IF q {rational points by x 7 ! x (x) 2 (x) : : : n?1 (x) . We will write H et (G; ZZ=`j) for the etale cohomology of G with coe cients in the constant sheaf with stalks ZZ=`j ,`a prime di erent from p = char (IF q This is a consequence of the fact that V has a bases consisting of elements of odd degrees, so that grTr(g), as de ned above, is also equal to X (?1) j Tr(^jPg :^jV !^jV ) ;
where Pg denotes the restriction of g to V . Our next goal is to analyse the degree of the morphism n in the diagram (1). An easy spectral sequence argument, applied to the diagram (1), shows the following (see FrMi] for the case of an IF q {split G) .
Proposition 1.1. Let G = X IFq and n : G ! G be as above. Then for every primè di erent from p = char(IF q ) the following are equivalent:
(ii) the degree d( n ) 2 ZZ`is an`{adic unit.
To prove the theorem of the Introduction, we need to express the degree d( n ) in terms of the orders of the groups G(IF q ) and G(IF q n ) . This will be done by interpreting d( n ) in terms of graded traces and by relating these to the orders of the groups G(IF q ) and G(IF q n ) using the Lefschetz trace formula applied to the Frobenius endomorphism of G . 
In accordance with the notation used above we will write gr Tr( c ) for the right hand side of the formula (3 Our general setting will take the following form in case G = S`2 . One has H et (S`2; I Q`) = E(w) ;
an exterior algebra over I Q`in w 2 H According to our general formula, we must have 1 q n?1 = ( u q N ) n?1 where u = det P and N = dim S`2 ; this is indeed so, as det P = q 2 and dim S`2 = 3 .
The Theorem of the Introduction can also be viewed as a result concerning the conjugacy relationship between the various`{ subgroups of G(IF q ) and G(IF q n ) . For this purpose, denote by Frob`(F) the "Frobenius category" of nite`{subgroups of the group F ; its objects are the nite`{subgroups of F , and morphisms are induced by inner automorphisms of F . It is a classical result that for a nite group F , the restriction maps t together to give rise to an isomorphism
Thus, any homomorphism of nite groups ' : F 1 ! F 2 inducing an equivalence of categories Frob`(F 1 ) ! Frob`(F 2 ) will induce an isomorphism H (F 2 ; ZZ=`) ! H (F 1 ; ZZ=`) . The converse of this statement is also true according to Mis]. Thus, our Theorem implies the following corollary, which in the case of G = G`n is a well-known fact on the representation theory of nite`-groups in characteristic p di erent from`. Corollary 1.5. Let 
